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The History: Young Actors 
Theatre’s Social-Issues Plays

The Project: Love Over Dose

Young Actors Theatre (YAT) is the largest youth theatre in 
Indianapolis, and the only downtown theatre that produces 
original works by youth, for youth. Our plays center on social 
issues: bullying, technology, dating violence, and, more 
recently, the opioid crisis. This by-youth-for-youth model of 
theatre hinges on one thing we know to be true: young people 
listen better to their peers than they do to adults. This is one 
of the reasons Love Over Dose’s highly motivated teen actors 
can really make a difference in how their audiences view drug 
abuse and addiction.

In 2018, the Nina Mason Pulliam Charitable Trust granted 
YAT funds to support an original play about the opioid crisis. 
It’s a subject close to our hearts: 130 people die from opioid 
overdoses every day in the US, and Indianapolis’s overdose 
rates are even higher than the national average. Our cast has 
devised a play to navigate this issue through a fictionalized 
story based on months of rigorous research. Throughout 
2020, Love Over Dose will perform for at least 5,000 students, 
who will leave with more knowledge about opioids and 
empathy for those most affected.
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The Theory: Peer-to-Peer 
Experiences

For Teachers: The Education Guide

Most PSAs and after-school specials are created by adults for 
kids, and it’s almost impossible for them to fully capture kids’ 
attention. Love Over Dose was researched, developed, and in 
part written by actual high school students - the same ones 
performing the story onstage. The entire process has been 
geared toward opening dialogue, prompting questions, and 
promoting empathy in youth.

Educators and guardians: Inside this guide you will find a 
rundown of Love Over Dose’s scenes and characters to go 
over with your students before the show. Also included are 
discussion questions, common questions, a short history of 
the opioid crisis, and recommended reading for students and 
educators.
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For teachers and parents alike, we recommend starting the 
conversation about drug use before your students arrive at 
Love Over Dose. Open up the topic by asking the following 
open-ended questions, making it clear there is no right or 
wrong answer.

Before seeing the performance, please take a few minutes to 
discuss with your students and children what they can expect 
from one of our shows and what their responsibilities are as 
audience members.

Why do you think some people choose to use drugs? 
Can you name a couple of reasons?
 
Do you know people who use drugs? Could you identify 
them by sight?  
 
What kinds of drugs are opioids? Can you name a few?
 
Why do you think some people choose not to use drugs? 
Can you think of a few reasons?
 
Of those reasons, which is the most compelling to you?
 
What do you do when you’re dealing with something 
hard in life? Can you think of a couple ways of coping 
with painful situations?

Listen to teachers, chaperones, and theatre staff about 
following school and venue rules.  

Keep your eyes and ears on the stage. Our student performers 
may not have microphones during the show, so they will be 
harder to hear than, say, actors in a movie. Things change fast 
in this show, so keep up! 

Please don’t speak or whisper during the show. Just like you 
can see and hear our performers as they act, they can see 
and hear you too! 
 
Every noise made by an audience member makes it that much 
harder for the rest of the audience to hear the show, so only 
speak if there is an emergency. 

Respond! You are allowed to react to the play—laughing and 
gasping are certainly welcome, and it lets our actors know 
that they are doing a good job. When the audience is having a 
good time, the actors have an even better time. 

Speak up after the show. Ask questions! Our director and 
students will introduce themselves after the performance 
and welcome any questions you have about the show or 
the subjects we explore. Come prepared with thoughtful 
questions to ask our actors; they are happy to hear from you!
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Start an Open Conversation

Theatre Etiquette



Alex’s sister Riley is dead of an accidental overdose, 
and Alex is alone in the hospital bathroom with a 
bottle of Riley’s pills. Alex must decide what path 
to go down: take the pills and follow Riley? Take the 
pills and numb the pain? Or find a different path? 
Through memories, movement, and a compelling 
story by the creative team at Young Actors Theatre, 
a cast of six actors bring to life a story of loss and 
love that can happen anywhere, and does happen 
everywhere. 

LET’S
DOWN
BREAK IT

ABOUT THE SHOW

Synopsis: 
A Summary of the Production



Riley

Bella 

Alex

Emma

THE CATALYST

THE TEETOTALER

THE ENABLER

THE VOICE OF REASON

Riley is a popular girl who gets 
pretty good grades and has 
plans for her future. She parties 
on the weekends, but starts 
to use drugs to help her cope 
with her parents’ bad divorce. 
When she can’t buy the pills 
that she takes, she buys heroin. 
Riley dies from an accidental 
overdose of heroin and fentanyl, 
which sets our story in motion.

Bella is Alex’s best friend, and 
has grown up with Riley and 
Alex. Bella is the class clown 
and is always down for a good 
time, but doesn’t believe in 
using substances. Bella has an 
uncle who is an alcoholic, and 
Bella has seen how substance 
abuse can wreck a family. 
Bella represents students who 
believe in “Just Saying No” to 
drugs. 

Alex is Riley’s younger sibling. 
Alex loves Riley, and doesn’t 
want anything bad to happen to 
her. Because of that love, Alex 
protects Riley’s drug use (hides 
her drugs, defends her choices, 
etc.)

Emma is Alex’s friend, but she 
has a secret. Her father is 
homeless and has opioid use 
disorder. Emma represents 
family members who have been 
affected by long-term opioid 
use disorder. 

Blake
THE PARTIER

Blake is Riley’s best friend. 
Blake parties with Riley, but 
only on the weekends. Blake’s 
drug use is casual, and Blake 
believes that it is no big deal. 
Blake represents students who 
may think that it’s not a big deal 
to use drugs as long as you can 
control your intake.

Jesse
THE UNINFORMED

Jesse is a student in Alex’s 
class. Jesse really respects 
Riley and wants to be like 
her, and is shocked to learn 
about Riley’s drug use. Jesse 
represents students who don’t 
know much about opioids and 
may not recognize the signs of 
opioid use in their peers. 

CAST OF 

CHARACTERS



SCENE

BREAK

DOWNBY SCENE



Scene 4

Scene 5

Scene 6

Scene 7

SCHOOL

THE HEMBRY HOUSE

THE HEMBRY HOUSE

SCHOOL

Blake is hungover from a party in chemistry class. Riley isn’t 
hungover because she was using pills. A video plays in chemistry 
class about the history and science of opium, morphine, heroin, 
and prescription opioids. At the end of the school day, Alex 
and Riley show their grief over their parents’ divorce through 
movement. Alex distracts himself with friends. Riley distracts 
herself through pills. 

Alex catches Riley taking pills on a Tuesday night. Alex questions 
her, as she usually just does drugs to party on weekends. She 
says she can’t sleep, and the pills are just helping her fall asleep 
during this stressful week. Alex offers to hide her pills so their 
mom won’t find out.

Alex, Emma, and Bella are working on a group project. Riley 
comes in, in distress, looking for her pills. Alex tells Emma and 
Bella what is going on. Bella expresses concern that Riley is now 
self-medicating. Alex defends Riley’s actions and says it’s okay.

Riley has just purchased more drugs, and asks Alex to hold onto 
them for her. Bella expresses disapproval that Alex is enabling 
Riley. Alex tells Bella it’s fine. Meanwhile, Jesse is attempting to 
do a presentation on the opioid crisis, and Blake makes fun of 
them. We see a video about the history of opioids in America, the 
build to the current national crisis.

Prologue

Scene 1

Scene 2

Scene 3

HEROIN

INTRODUCTIONS

SCHOOL

THE HEMBRY HOUSE

We see a video about how heroin is created, and how the 
substance makes it across the world and into the hands of Riley 

We meet Riley and Alex Hembry, moments before everything 
changes for them.

We go back in time to the first day of school at Ridgeport High 
School. Alex and Riley are in Chemistry class together because 
Riley failed it last semester when she was partying too much. 
Riley’s friend Blake invites her to a party, but Riley was grounded 
when her mom found drugs in her room. Blake convinces Riley 
to sneak out to the party anyway. In the transition to the next 
scene, the cast talks to the audience about how Riley “knows 
better” than to do drugs, but she doesn’t think it’s that big of a 
deal. Blake explains that drugs make her feel amazing, and it’s 

Alex confides in Riley about an unrequited crush. Riley helps 
Alex figure out how to handle it, and then offers Alex some 
pot to relax. Alex’s best friend, Bella, stops it from happening, 
but admits that sometimes Riley can talk Alex into smoking or 
drinking. Bella tells the audience that Alex and Riley’s parents will 
tell them they are going to get a divorce that night, and Riley will 



Scene 13

Scene 14

Scene 15

THE HOSIPITAL

THE HOSPITAL

THE HOSPITAL/ALEX’S MIND

Blake comes to the hospital to visit Riley, and runs into Alex 
in the waiting room. She accuses Alex contributing to Riley’s 
overdose by being weak. They fight.

Emma comes to visit, and reveals that her dad has opioid use 
disorder. She tells Alex about how her dad has disappointed 
her, and that Alex isn’t alone. She reveals that lots of people in 
their community have been affected by the opioid crisis, in lots 
of ways. We see a video about what has happened in the United 
States since a public health emergency was declared about the 
opioid crisis in 2017. 

Alex is told that they are going to take Riley off life support, and 
she will die in the next few minutes. Alex goes to the bathroom, 
upset, and holds up a bottle of Percocet that belonged to Riley. 
Alex thinks about taking the entire bottle, or taking one to ease 
the pain. Riley appears and says how sorry she is to not be 
there for Alex in the future. Riley says she was wrong: she was 
trying to numb her feelings, but in doing so she missed out 
on the beauty of life. As Alex holds the bottle of pills, we see 
possible futures in a video: Alex’s path as an addict and Alex’s 
path without drugs. Alex hands Riley the drugs and leaves the 
bathroom. Riley disappears. Bella finds Alex and asks, “Are you 
okay?” Alex promises, “I will be.” 

Scene 8

Scene 9

Scene 10

Scene 11

Scene 12

THE HEMBRY HOUSE

SCHOOL

ALEX’S MIND/ER

SCHOOL

THE HOSPITAL

Riley is getting high with increasing regularity, and Alex 
expresses concern. Riley continues to deny that she has any 

Riley doesn’t show up to school, and Blake is worried. Blake 
convinces Alex to text their mom to see if Riley is okay. 

Alex gets the call that Riley has overdosed. Riley gets dropped 
off at the hospital and is treated for her overdose. They stabilize 
her, but she does not wake up.

Jesse tells the audience about how much they look up to Riley, 
but doesn’t understand her reasoning. How can Riley be “so 
smart and so stupid?”

Bella comes to visit Alex in the waiting room of the hospital. She 
attempts to cheer Alex up, but they end up fighting because Alex 
feels guilty about enabling Riley.



FREQUENTLY

ASKED QUESTIONS

Educators and Guardians: Before or after the show, 
go through these topics with your students.



Say something. If you know an adult who is struggling, connect with a 
teacher or guidance counselor to discuss getting them some support. If 
you or one of your peers is struggling, connect with any adult you trust and 
express your concerns.

Live change! Learn more about what’s being done to tackle the opioid 
crisis in your community by asking teachers, guidance counselors, or local 
organizations. Be the person in your friend group who plans awesome 
parties where everyone knows that drugs won’t be welcome. Take a training 
session to learn to administer Narcan, the overdose reversal nasal spray. 
Make plans for your future and take action to make them happen. 

Yes. Opioids are dangerous when used incorrectly. So are axes, fireworks, 
and cookie dough. The trick is to use these things as instructed by a doctor. 
You will probably be prescribed an opioid (like hydrocodone or oxycodone) 
at some point in your life, and it will be for a legitimate medical reason. If you 
follow the instructions of your doctor and take medications as prescribed, 
you have very little chance of developing a dependence or addiction.

Short answer: Don’t. It’s unlikely that someone will try to force you to take a 
pill or try a drug if you decline their offer. We would recommend that you get 
out of that situation and tell a trusted adult about what happened.

We say in the show that opioids can make you feel good. The trouble is that 
the body builds a tolerance to opioids extremely quickly. So a “pinch” last 
week turns into two pinches next week, and four pinches the week after 
next, and on and on. After that, the drugs are the only thing that makes you 
feel “normal,” and without them you go into painful withdrawal. What began 
as a fun way to get a “reward” quickly turns into struggling to avoid the 
“punishment,” and things spiral down from there.

I know “drugs are bad,” but what’s so bad about 
opioids anyway?

What if I know someone who is abusing opioids? 

What else can I do about this?

Is it okay to take opioids that my doctor prescribes?

What should I do if someone asks me if I want to try an 
opioid?

One year. Love Over Dose (LOD) is YAT’s first multi-year production. 
Auditions happened in early 2019, followed by 3 months of research. 
They’ve been writing and rehearsing the play since Spring 2019.

Students like you! LOD is made up of a cast of 18 high school students who 
live in the Indianapolis area. 

One page at a time. Devising is a theatre-making technique where you 
don’t start with a script; instead, the director and cast work together to 
create characters and scenes through improvisation exercises and lots of 
brainstorming.

Get involved at YAT! If acting (or working behind the scenes) is something 
you’d like to get into, we have classes for K-12 students all year. Visit www.
yatkids.org.

After a lot of research, we decided that exploring why people start to abuse 
opioids is one of the most important topics for young audiences. We also 
thought it was important to address how overdose can happen even if 
someone is just a “casual user.”

How can I be a part of something like this? 

How did you write this show?

Who are these actors?

How long did it take you to make this show?

The opioid crisis is big: how did you decide to tell 
the story that you did?



A BRIEF

HISTORY
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pioids and th
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Opium, made from poppy plants, has been used for 
thousands of years for pain relief and other purposes. 
Scientific advances allowed chemists to isolate compounds 
like morphine and codeine from opium as early as 1805. 
The drugs were effective pain-relievers, but also extremely 
addictive. 

The Bayer Company began selling heroin, a compound 
derived from morphine, in 1898. After heroin proved to be 
highly addictive, it was made illegal in the United States in 
1924. Since then, the underground market for heroin has 
seen rises and falls, and in recent years has reached an 
all-time high.

The majority of heroin now originates outside the U.S., and 
is tampered with every step of the way. Sugars, starches, or 
other drugs like fentanyl - much stronger than heroin and 
a leading cause of overdose - are added to it before it gets 
sold and smoked, snorted, or injected.

But heroin is just one part of the opioid crisis that 
we are facing. Other compounds derived from opium 
or synthesized in labs are legal and available with a 
prescription, like hydrocodone (Vicodin) and oxycodone 
(OxyContin and Percocet). When these pain-relievers 
are taken as prescribed, things usually go fine. It is when 
these substances are used incorrectly that they become 
dangerous.

The opioid crisis refers to a multi-layered problem in the U.S. 
In the 1990’s, pharmaceutical companies assured doctors 
that prescription opioids were not addictive, so doctors 
prescribed them more heavily. As it turned out, these drugs 
were highly habit-forming, and people started abusing, 
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Between 1999 and 2017, nearly 400,000 people had died from an 
opioid overdose in the US. In 2017, the opioid crisis was declared 
a public health emergency. The issue is complicated and will take 
extensive work in prevention, treatment, harm reduction, and local and 
federal policy-making.

We consider Love Over Dose to be a form of prevention in the opioid 
crisis. Youth are most likely to start experimenting with drugs between 
the ages of 10 and 14. By starting the conversation about this crisis 
now and giving youth a hopeful, relatable story to hold onto, our aim is 
to give them some of the tools they need to avoid that path altogether 
for themselves and for their peers.

National Institute on Drug Abuse:
DrugAbuse.gov

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention: 
CDC.gov/DrugOverdose

Department of Health (includes the National Helpline): 
HHS.gov/Opioids

Drug Free Marion County (includes local treatment 
options): DrugFreeMC.org

The Love Over Dose Play and Project:
LoveOverDose.org
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Post-Show
Discussion Questions

Next, revisit the questions you 
discussed before the play.

Resources: 
For Learning More
or Seeking Help

How did the show make you feel? 

Which character is most “like you” and why?  

Which character is least “like you” and why? 

What did Alex learn over the course of the show? 

Should Alex have done anything differently to help Riley?  

What was Riley’s path into heavier drug use?  

Each character has a very different perspective on drug use. 
Is there a perspective you agree with or disagree with? 
 
What did you learn about opioids or the opioid crisis?

Have your answers changed?  

How do you think your answers would change if you were...
  
 An adult? 
 A medical professional? 
 A person dealing with Opioid Use Disorder?
 A person in recovery? 



PRESENTED BY:

LoveOverDose.org


